Selected New Judaica Acquisitions, April 2014

- A -

- B -

Bible -- Old Testament

- C -

- D -

- E -

- F -

- G -

Golden rule

- H -

Haggadot -- Texts

The Medieval Haggadah anthology; digitally remastered illuminated manuscripts with the commentary of Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik / selected and compiled by David Holzer; edited by Aryeh Holzer; annotated by Zecharia Holzer; Yiddish translations by Avraham Holzer; a Talmid’s addition by David Holzer. Miami Beach, FL: AH Editing, David Holzer, ©2014. JUDAICA BM674.643 .S646 2014. Click for full catalog record.


- I -

- J -

**Jewish ethics**

**Jewish law -- Decision making**

**Jews -- China -- Shanghai -- History -- 20th century**

**Jews -- Cultural assimilation -- Germany -- 19th century**

**Jews -- Germany -- History -- 1933-1945**

**Jews -- History**
The veterans of history: a young person's history of the Jews / Mitchell Silver. [Boston]: Center for Jewish Culture and Social Justice, c2014. JUDAICA DS118 .S55 2014. [Click for full catalog record.]

**Jews, European -- China -- Shanghai -- Biography**

**Jews, European -- United States -- History -- 20th century**

- K -

**Kaddish**

- L -

- M -
Rabbis -- Biography -- Dictionaries

Rosh Hodesh

- S -

Sacrifice -- Biblical teaching

Sassanids -- Intellectual life

Seder

- T -

Talmud -- History